
9:30(UTC) Starting Live Streaming

10:00 Opening Fireworks

10:10～ Assingnment Category

Free music category
No,9 Title:"Synchronized fireworks (HAND CLAP MIDI version)"

Artist:Honda
The comment from the artist:"I wish to get money if I win."

No.1 Title："Concordance" Artist：LiLi

No.10 Title:"New world new dream" Artist:ZZCV Fireworks

No.2 Title："To tomorrow" Artist：daizu29 The comment from the artist:"welocme to musical world"

No.3 Title："A memory of summer" Artist：Kumushirako No.11 Title:"To the forest of that distant day"

Artist:Masa's Virtual Factory

No.4 Title："Voyage through the colours of the seasons" Artist:Mangmod

No.12 Title:"While looking up at the stars shining in the sky"
Artist:Mabu-san's Hanabi Factory(MABTEC)

Fireworks Design Competition for Kids No,13 Title:"Hope for dreams"

Artist:Komatsukakokagayaki Fireworks Shop

 Single shell category

No.5

Artist:ksana0354 No.14 Title:"Beyond the Sky" Artist:Cyber Fireworks

No.6 Title:"Working satellite" Artist:ZZCV Fireworks

No.7 Ending Fireworks

◆Sponsor ◆Sponsorship(Prizes offered) ◆Contact Us

Artist:Mabu-san's Hanabi Factory (MABTEC)  The Simulation FireworksAssociation
mail:official@simhanabi.org       
URL: https://simhanabi.org/

No.8 Title:"The sun filtering through green trees".
Artist:Komatsukakokagayaki Fireworks Shop

（Mr.Tomoki Suzuki 's Youtube channel）

The comment from the artist:"In this summer, I went to see the Jingu Fireworks Festival  with a boy friend I

was interested in wearing a yukata. While matching the nice rhythm and tune of the ukulele performed by

Mr. Tomoki Suzuki, I expressed the faint love of summer."

The comment from the artist:"The theme will be the passing on seasons. It starts with Autumn, the current

season and its red-orange colours, falling leaves and waterfall effects. It then proceeds to the flashing lights

of winter and christmas with the typical red-green-blue colours of the flashing lights of the christmas trees.

This leaves room for the blue, cold nights of winter. Then spring comes, along with the green grass and the

growth of trees, flowers bloom. And in the end, summer comes, the season of festivals, of holidays. Majestic,

large fireworks bright up the sky with gold kamuro, palms reminding of the beach."

Title:"Includeing Eight directions Stars Riplle-core with Blue Flashing Pulling

Effect"

The theme song is Suzuki Tomoki "Voyage". The world's number one award-winning ukulele player who is

working to convey the charm of ukulele under the theme of "POP though it is ukulele". "Let's leave the ship for

the sun. If you lose sight of it, follow the compass of your heart."

The 3rd Simulation Fireworks Competition's  Programs
◆The judging will be done by both audience  and judging committee . Please access Audience Judging page from the

description below, and then judge the work. You can vote as many times as you like until November 20th .

◆We also have a survey form and would love to hear your thoughts and opinions on this competition. It would be very nice to

hear a message of appreciation for those who entered the works or a message of support for the conference staff.

◆To the works highly rated by Viewer judgement or Judging committee judgement, we are going to give the audience award

and adjudicator award, respectively. Besides, from among them, we will award the excellence prize and the grand prize.

◆In the special event, "Fireworks Design Competition for Kids”, we are going to give the Golden award, Silver award.

◆The results will be announced on the website on around November 22th.

The Simulation Fireworks

 ,A new style of art born from the fusion of digital technology and fireworks art

,Please enjoy plenty of this new style of art .

◆November 12,2022 ◆YouTube:”Simulation Fireworks Assoc.”

Title"Shou-Yonshaku Gold Kamuro Chrysanthemum Colored Peony

Chrysanthemum Flashing Tips Thousands Flowers with Flute Florets Rising

Attachment"

The comment from the artist:"This is shou-yonshakudama simulation fireworks. I've made it

humongous!"

The comment from the artist:"I expressed the glitter that spills out from the gaps in the trees. Please feel

the healing"

The comment from the artist:"The biggest one of my works is yon-shakudama star-mine fireworks with

music. I collaborated my fireworks with a sky and star-themed music."

The comment from the artist:"Vast forest full of deep green that I saw in my childhood, but now it has

been lost… Tonight, I express the forest I saw on that day with this fireworks."

The comment from the artist:"Fireworks express the hope that dreams will come true if you believe in

them."

The comment from the artist:"Fireworks has come to a new era. Hanabi is not only a typical summer

activity. The modern technique has made fireworks an art. I made this work, hoping a sparkle at this

moment attract everyone and the moment last forever across the people and sky."

（Audience Judging page）


